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Hello again!!!!!!!

Did you know you can't smile and wink at the same time.........woah, you look

good ;) a21

It seems as though a lot of people loved the last chapter which I was not

expecting, I honestly thought what I wrote would be o ence but apparently

not.

The song up top is Imagine If by Gnash :)

On with the chapter...✨

*************

✨Emilia POV

it was Sunday, noon and I was sat at the table eating lunch with the boys and

Valentina. For some reason they all had the day o  work, I hope they use the

time to educate themselves on what I said last night.

Alvaro and Piero stayed over for the night which I wasn't thrilled about, it

made me nervous actually. They could hurt me if they wanted. a7

No on had spoken to me other than the twins and Valentina which was quite

depressing, I was actually very disappointed in Axel, I thought he would

support everything I say but clearly not.

I was drowning in boredom with every minute that went by without my

phone, I'm not sure if I regret what I said last night. a7

Let me think for a second...no, I stand by what I say and always will. Sure I

should feel bad for brining both of my dead parents into the argument but it

was the only way to get my point across. a3

I just hope that they can realise that I will fight for what's right and I will let

no man tell me what to do. Seriously, I thought male dominance ended ages

ago? a3

Their stares burned into me, it was painful just sitting there and letting them

look at me like that, with disgust.

"Can you just-" I shut my mouth before I say anything else I regret.

"Is there something you'd like to say to us? Maybe an apology?" Alessandro

says. a8

I ignore him for a few seconds until my attitude got the better of me, I wasn't

going act out I just wanted to put him in his place.

"Is there something you want to say to me? Maybe an apology?"

"Why would I need to apologise? I was defending my business." He tells me. a16

"That's the problem you'll do anything for your business even if it means

hurting the people you lo-" I cut myself o  on the last word because I didn't

want to finish the sentence. He didn't love me which is understandable, I've

been in his life for a month. a5

"You'll do anything for your company even if the hurts your own family." I

correct myself. a2

"Just admit you were wrong, Emilia. However it makes me somewhat happy

that you're interested." Alessandro acted proud.

"What part of the discussion last night gave you that impression? I stated

multiple times that I wasn't interested. I was just simply fighting for my rights

which you should respect." I take a gulp of water because my throat was dry. a11

"The only thing I can do, Alessandro is educate you on the matter. If you're

expecting an apology from me you won't get one. I stand with my argument.

If you want me to show you respect and admiration then you need to respect

my rights and arguments." a11

"You don't need to educate me on anything, why're you attacking me for this

and not the others?" Alessandro panics as if he's under attack. a15

"Trust me, I'm not finished but in no way am I attacking you, I'm justifying my

actions from last night which by the way you punished me and Luca for." My

voice was flat with no emotion. I was tired of fighting with them.

"Just because this is a conversation between me and you doesn't make me

any less disappointed in Axel or Elijah. I actually expected more from you

Axel. Blade, Elijah? Not so much." a4

"Look, Emilia I'm sorry and I completely agree with you, I just didn't think it

was fair to bring our parents into this." Axel spoke sincerely. a25

"Yes and I know it was wrong of me to do, but none of you were listening to

me when I was just trying to express myself. Bringing the parents into this

was the only way I could get you listen to me." a6

"I still don't think I did anything wrong last night, neither did Alvaro, Piero

and Elijah." Alessandro shrugs.

"Of course you don't, but don't expect me to have the same beliefs you do,

your all misogynistic men who need to understand that I won't back down in

a fight." a21

"You want the respect, then get down on the floor and earn it like the dogs

you are." I spat. a146

"Can we make Emilia our family lawyer? We have Axel as the family doctor so

it just makes sense." Luca spoke happily. a68

What mad me angrier is that Alessandro, Alvaro and Piero chorused and deep

'no'. a9

"It was just a suggestion." Luca mumbles and sinks into his seat.

"We should already have it, you need to respect your elders, Emilia." Elijah

finally spoke. a30

"No I don't, it's truly sad you think that," I tried to make myself sound

comforting to his stupidity but I just sounded like I was talking to a five year

old. a10

"All we ask for is an apology." Elijah says, screw you, bîtch. a8

"Yeah well you aren't getting one from me, in the mean time I'm going to go

eat somewhere else. Come find me when you want to talk this through,

Alessandro. And by that I mean without the these rats around." I move my

finger between Alvaro and Piero. a30

I pick up my plate and walk out the back door to eat outside, it was a little

colder than it was yesterday but anything is better than sitting in the same

room as them.

Not long a er I hear the back door open and close again, coming into my

view was Axel.

"I'm not sure if you hate me right now but I really am sorry, I actually agree

with everything you said last night but I wasn't okay with bringing our dead

parents into this." a7

"I don't hate you, I'm just disappointed." Letting the other person know that

you're disappointed in them is the worst pain they could ever feel. a8

"I'm disappointed in myself, Emilia. I wasn't trying to stand up for my

brothers at all."

"Can I have a hug now? It's been too long," I roll my eyes playfully and hug

his torso.

"I missed hanging out with you," I say honestly, I might forgive him but I

won't forget. a9

"Can you come inside now, I don't want you getting sick." He laughs and

takes my plate from me.

"Fine, I like it out here though. It's cold."

"You're weird, no one like the cold." Axel says with humour evident in his

voice. a88

"I like the feeling of wrapping myself up in warm clothes." a35

"Okay..." when he said it like that it made me seem like a weirdo, I was a little

crazy but I wasn't a weirdo. a1

"Why aren't you at work?"

"Everyone has the weekend o , the second representative takes the lead for

the weekend."

"Does that mean you can go out and buy me some ice cream?" I really

wanted some vanilla ice cream with Oreos on top. It sounds delicious. a7

"Hehe, sure I'll go buy you some, are you coming with me?" a3

"Yup," I skip inside the back door and through the kitchen past the rats I

shamefully call my brothers and... their friends. a2

The best thing to do is not let them know that you're pissed at them, show

them you're happy and it'll make them angry. a16

My mission of today was to make them su er, especially Elijah and

Alessandro and I will go to any measures to complete the tasks. a4

Rushing up to my room, I slip a random pair of shoes on and quickly run back

downstairs where Axel was waiting for me by the door.

Ice cream here I come.

**********

Axel and I were stood at the frozen section of the supermarket deciding on

which ice cream to buy, it was di icult when there's too many flavours to

choose from.

I don't want to be a plain Jane and get vanilla again, as per usual. I want to

switch things up; I hated chocolate and strawberry ice cream so I'm stuck. a48

"Come on, Emilia, it's ice cream just choose a flavour," he taps his foot

impatiently. a2

"Well you can choose then because I'm not sure which one I should pick."

"Why don't you get pineapple, you like pineapple don't you?" a20

"Yes, yes I do." I was acting as if I was proud of him for knowing that, I feel like

I talk about pineapple a lot but it's too delicious.

"It's settled, pineapple it is." He grabs the tub and walks to the checkouts

with me. I was curious to know how he was holding the entire tub in one

hand, I mean his hands were big but he had his whole hand wrapped around.

**********

"Emilia!! Try this please, I cooked it for you!!" Luca runs to the door with an

appetising dish of chicken with some kind of creamy sauce. I was surprised

how good it looked. a5

"Are you sure Valentina didn't cook this and you just claimed that you made

it?"

"No! I made this myself and I want you to try it, Valentina isn't even in.

Promise me you'll eat it," Luca begged me, I couldn't resist his bright blue

eyes when they were literally burning into my soul. a23

"Yeah sure, just let me put this in the freezer first." He nods excitedly and

follows me into the kitchen.

Once I've finished putting the ice cream away Luca stands there waiting

patiently with a tortilla in his hand and the plate in the other. a1

What the fuck was he supposed to be, the waitress from Ratatouille? a1

"Watch her throw up, no one eats his food for a reason." I hear Diego whisper

to Blade who was searching through the cupboards.

"People LOVE my food because it's amazing," he glares at the two boys.

"Yeah people love it when it's in the toilet, we have adults for a reason, so

they can cook us good food." Diego told him.

This made me nervous, couldn't the boys shut up, I'm not going to lie it looks

nice and everything but now I didn't want to eat it. But then again I didn't

want to hurt Luca as the same time. He's worth the risk.

"It can't be that bad, I'll eat it, Luca, don't worry." a13

I take the plates from his hands and walk into the living room where Elijah

was sat watching the television with Alessandro and the two rats.

That sounds like a good show: 'Alessandro and the two rats,' just imagine

stars around the name. a33

I ignore them and plop down on the empty, one seat sofa, it was possibly

comfier than my bed; it even had one of those pull out things where you

could rest your feet. I think it's called a recliner but I always avoided using it

because it sounded like an o ensive word to old people. a4

Or I'm just a weird girl that God didn't spend time on, he clearly spent his

time making Kim Kardashian but when it comes to me? Ahaha, he spend a

second on me the threw me into the baby bin where they're shipped o  like

an Amazon package. a20

I just proved myself right, I just compared the baby making process to an

Amazon package; I seriously am a freak.

Scoping up everything on the plate, I shove it into the tortilla wrap and take

the biggest bite anyone could imagine.

They weren't wrong, this tasted like a rabbit's poop but I didn't want to

disappoint Luca. a5

It was so chewy and bland, the chicken felt rock solid and I couldn't take a

bite from it.

A er watching the tv to try and distract myself from the horrible taste in my

mouth, Luca kept watching me whilst I eat to make sure I eat it all. a3

"Are you gonna sit there staring at me?" I turn my face to look at Luca who

was looking at the plate and me every few seconds.

"I want to make sure you eat it all so I know you like it."

I felt like I was going to puke any moment, there was only like one bite le , I

can do this. a6

I look down at the remaining bite and inspect the chicken, this bîtch fed me

raw chicken. a35

"Luca are you-"

"Eat it, you promised me you'll eat it, I'm going to be sad if you don't eat it."

His lip quivered as if he was going to cry. a22

Was this yeti trying to poison me? I'd eaten raw fûcking chicken and he

wanted me to finish it.

"Luca I can't fini-" I felt the bile raising from my stomach and up my throat

quickly.

Rapidly, I built up the stamina to run up the stairs and open the closest door

which was Elijah's and rush into their bathroom.

Bending over the toilet I empty the disgusting contents into the bowl trying

to fight back my tears; my throat was scorching hot, it felt like i'd swallowed a

ball of fire. a2

I hope I'm not the only one who cries when they're sick, it's painful, it's like a

constant tummy ache and flaming fire had a baby and came out of the

mouth instead of the buttocks. a25

It wasn't stopping, I tried to stand up but I buckled over the bowl again, more

pink chicken and a yellow/orange, cloudy substance darted into the toilet.

It was constant gagging every time my stomach tightened, acid like bile

poured from my mouth and I lurched further into the bowl; my head almost

touching the undigested food. a6

The mouth was a channel for the raw, undercooked food. Fresh tears pierced

my eyes and rolled down my rosy cheeks at a rapid pace.

"Emilia?" I hear Blade ask with worry.

"Go awa-" I didn't have a chance to finish what I was saying because stomach

twisted in a knot and punched through my gut.

"Holy shît," he crouched to my level and rubbed my back, it didn't feel any

better, for some reason his kind gesture made me cry even more.

"I told him to not cook," Blade mumbled under his breath. a6

Blade pulls the spare hair tie from my wrist and pulls my hair back into a low,

loose pony that draped down my back. a9

"You can leave, I'm fine," my mouth felt fuzzy and watery if you know what I

mean, when ever I was sick my mouth felt weird and watered like crazy.

Almost like it was numb. a2

"You're not fine."

A pairs of footsteps vibrated the floor as they got closer, out comes Luca.

"Didn't you like the food?" Luca spoke so innocently, I shake my head yes to

say I liked it because I didn't want to hurt him. He's very sensitive and I'm

sure that he never knew what was wrong with the food. Other than the fact I

ate fully raw chicken. a28

You saw how he reacted to having a piece of bacon being thrown on the floor,

imagine how he'd react to this. I seriously think he doesn't know what he's

done wrong with the cooking.

"Luca get out, please?" Blade asked but it sounded like a question.

"Is she okay?" Luca ignores Blades, shortly a er he is pulled from the room

by a pair of mysterious hands.

My stomach bubbled again and out released and enormous amount of

vomit, I feel so bad for Blade watching this.

Hands stroke my hair relaxing me a little, it didn't take away the burning

sensation in the back of my throat or my stinging eyes.

"I'll be right back, I'm just going to go get you some water, okay?"

"Yeah," my throat was dry and sore from my choked cries.

Less than a few minutes later, Blade returns with a glass of icy water and

ibuprofen for me to swallow.

"Thanks," I gladly take the glass from his hands and the medicine.

"Are you okay?" He rubs my arms to show comfort, we don't usually act like

this because we're usually arguing most of the time.

"No," my voice was gravely and croaky, deeper than it normally is.

"It's not fun being sick is it? It hurts like a bîtch," he lets out a small laugh

which made me smile.

"No," I croak and sni le at the same time, why do I have to preduce so much

phlegm?

"Come on," Blade stands up brushing the imaginary dirt o  his trousers. He

places two hands under my arms and helps me up; he flushed the toilet and

helps me out of the bathroom. a9

Awaiting us was Luca crying to Alessandro, real tears dropped down his

cheeks, they weren't fast they were just slow. a64

"That's it you're not cooking again, do you hear me. You don't need to cry

about it, you made a mistake," Alessandro slaps the side of his head lightly. a8

"Did she at least like my food?" He rubs the tears from his eyes. a7

"No, Luca, that's the reason you're not allowed to cook." a6

"But I like cooking, you can't tell me it's bad," Luca whines.

"Cooking isn't for everyone, you can cook, just don't feed it to anyone, it's

like rat poison." a25

"Ugh, you're so mean. Your cooking doesn't even compare to mine." He puts

a hand on his hip. a2

"Exactly, my cooking is elite and as for your cooking? Only rats are dumb

enough to eat it." Alessandro laughs at him, so supportive. a27

"I don't know what you're talking about, my food tastes great," his eyebrows

knot into one.

"Explain the sick girl then."

"She ate too much lunch," Luca replies. a4

"End of discussion, you do not go within five feet of the stove. Stop crying."

Blade takes us away from the discussion with my palm in his large hand; he

opens my bedroom door and into the bathroom. a4

My room was further away from stairs compared to Elijah's room, I just pray

that the bathroom doesn't smell bad for him. Actually change that, I hope

that the horrible, vomit aroma starts in there for the rest of his life. a3

He opens the cabinet below the sink and pulls out a half empty bottle of

mouth wash and tooth paste.

"What are you an expert or something?" I say, it's like he didn't even have to

think about what to do.

"I've been sick a lot in my life, especially when I've had a drink or two...or

fi y. But who's counting," Blade shrugs his shoulders and smiles at what he

just said. a21

"Aren't you underage? You're not eighteen yet," I question him. He was Blade,

I think this explains everything. a5

"I'm Blade Russo I don't listen to any law," he puts the cap of the mouth wash

in my hand for me to drink.

I actually used to enjoy swallowing some of this sometimes. I know it's bad

for you but it's like how I love drinking water a er too. It feels cold and

refreshing.

"You really do stand by 'rules are there to be broken', drinking can hurt you," I

mumble sadly.

"I'm not addicted, I just like to party like any guy my age." a2

I guess he's right for once.

Pouring the mouth wash into my mouth, I watch as he packs everything

away, I don't know why he was being nice to me but I shouldn't ruin it. A er

swirling the mouth wash around my mouth I spit in the sink and run the

water.

My stomach still didn't feel right, it still felt like it was wrapped in a tight knot,

almost like it was going to burst any minute. My instructs were right, the

same moment I stood back up and pulled the toilet seat up and let it flow.

"Christ, Emilia," I hear Blade hu , not I'm an annoyed way but in a

sympathetic way.

I could feel it dripping from my chin as I choked and coughed like a crazy

maniac.

"I warned you not to eat it, everything he cooks in either burned or severely

undercooked."

"Y-you could've warned me about the possibilities, I'm not sure that eating

raw chicken is the best way to go." a5

"Wait here a second, don't go anywhere," he closes the door behind himself,

where on Earth would I go? I'm not going to take a trip to Mars. a1

Small and low talking could be heard from outside the door, it was Blade and

Axel talking.

"She ate a lot of Luca's food," Blade says as he pushes the door open again to

reveal my ashen body.

"Be more specific, Blade."

"Chicken, raw chicken and she just won't stop being sick."

Axel bends down from his tall height down to place the palm of his hand on

my forehead repeatedly switching between the back his hand and the palm.

"You're not exactly...cold or hot," he pauses, "but you're pale, ashen." He

frowns for a second and bites his cheek as if he was thinking. a1

"I don't think you're going to school tomorrow, you look really sick, I'll ask

Valentina to cook you come soup okay?"

"Mhmm," I nod.

Axel opens the door and shuts behind him, I crawl up and sit on the ledge of

the cold, metal bath.

"You feeling okay?" Blade strokes my hair, it was actually very comforting

and relaxing.

"No I feel like crap."

"Understandable," he stops what he's doing and washes his hands with soap,

I'm pretty sure it's because he's been around me and my sick state.

Be pathogen free everyone. a7

"You should probably go to bed you know, or rest even," his voice shows

signs of concern which is a first, he hasn't been this nice to me since my foot I

think.

"But I'm not tired," I croaked. Was he sending me to bed before dinner? I

wanted pizza but he was sending me to sleep. a1

"I'm not saying to sleep, I'm saying go rest, the more your active the more

you'll feel like shìt," he dumbfounds, that makes sense now. I didn't have to

go to sleep just yet.

"And what am I supposed to do in bed? Stare at the wall? I've got no phone to

keep me company so what the-" he puts his hand over my dirty mouth, I'm

pretty sure he forgot I had been sick only like 2 minutes ago.

"I'll talk to Alessandro about getting your phone back...okay?"

"Thank you," I say, he flashes me nice smile showing his dimples again, you

don't see them o en because he never smiles.

"Don't worry about it," he grabs the soap dispenser and puts a lot in my

hands and puts them under the lukewarm water.

"Speaking of phones, have you bought another one yet? Did Alessandro or

Axel allow you to?"

"I'm using my old one, it's in bad condition but it's useable," he informs me

and pulls the phone out of his pocket, when he said bad condition he meant

terrible.

Cracks and pieces of glass were missing and the glass back of the phone was

shattered, why doesn't he take care of them.

"Why do you throw your phones around? They aren't balls." a43

"I get angry sometimes and it's the first thing I grabbed, Axel use to shout at

me when I would punch the wall so it's better if I throw a phone." a1

"It's better if you throw a pillow not your phone, why're you so angry

anyways?"

"I'm short tempered, and to answer your first question, throwing a pillow

isn't my first instinct."

"Flying a phone to the ground is?" a8

"It's the one thing that's always in my hand, trust me if I could choose to have

no temper I would choose it," he laughs lowly.

"You do have a choice, just don't react," I shrug my shoulders. a2

"But you see, Emilia when you wind me up almost every minute of the day

it's di icult not to," he laughs again.

"Don't piss me o  then."

"We're quite similar you know, we both can't bite our tongue, you say what's

on your mind just like I do, most of the time," he smirks, does he want me to

swipe it o  his face because I won't hesitate.

I don't think I say everything on my mind, if I did I would probably be six feet

under by now, it's good I keep some stu  I'm my mind. a17

"Yeah well the di erence between you and I is that I'm not so persistent like

you, you make sure that everyone hears you and understands you," he tells

me, was this a compliment? a1

"Is that a good thing?"

"It can be, but not all the time." He really just insulted me and complimented

me at the same time. a3

"As for last night? I apologise," he scratches the back of his neck showing

signs of nervousness.

"I still hate Piero and Alvaro, who even are they? Do they work with

Alessandro or something?"

"Yeah, they're family friends actually, I've known them my entire life. They're

practically family actually, you'll grow to like them," he washes his hands

again and then pats them dry before turning the light o  and guiding me out

of my bathroom. a7

"Sit," he pulls the duvet across and pats the area of the bed where I'm

supposed to sit.

"I'm not a dog."

"No shît Sherlock," he rolls his eyes at me before pulling the duvet back over

my body.

"What am I supposed to do in the mean time? Watch the blank TV? Play the

dinosaur game on Google?" a65

"I'll be back with entertainment, give me one minute," he walks from the

room in a hurry.

He better be quick or I'll die of boredom; he strolled back into the room with

a Nintendo in his hand with many wires hanging to the floor.

***********

"That's not fair you cheated," I whine at Blade, we were playing Mario Cart on

his Nintendo Wii and I was being crushed.

"You can't cheat on these games, Emilia." He responds.

"You cheated!"

"I didn't cheat you're just bad at playing the game, I'm a champion at this

game so you were bound to lose to me." He laughs in my face.

"You could at least let me win one time!" a4

"I'm not letting no one win, I rule this game and I'm not letting anyone beat

me."

This is stupid, Im not sure how he's cheating but I just know he is, I thought

the mushroom was the best character! It was the cutest too. Blade chose

Bowser I think his name is, that big turtle looking think with spikes in the

back. a10

"We need to go down for food, it smells like it's done." Blade assumes. I hated

when people would tell me diner is done but then it hasn't even been

prepared, JUST TELL ME WHEN IT'S ACTUALLY FINISHED COOKING! a33

It's not rocket science but for dummies like these guys it must be di icult to

comprehend.

"Hang on a second, let me put flu y socks on first!" I shout at Blade as he

was about to leave the room.

"That's why you keep slipping down the stairs, you wear those socks too

much," he points to the multiple pairs of socks in my hand.

"Yet for some reason you keep complaining at the carpet material when I've

never had a problem with it. Silly goose," he pushes my side with his

shoulder. a9

***********

Eating a bowl of vegetable soup, I listen to the conversation at the table

about money and packages being delivered.

While everyone was eating pizza and salad I was eating veggie soup with a

glass of water, give me the sprite bîtches. a3

"Can't I just have a slice of pizza? I feel better already," I say putting my spoon

back in the almost full bowl, I watch as the spoon sink to the bottom of the

hot bowl.

"You can only eat so  foods Emilia," Axel informs me, I don't want to eat 'so

foods', I want to eat some pineapple pizza and drink some sprite! a16

"I feel better now!" I whine.

"You can still be sick," he replies as he shoves an entire piece of pizza in his

mouth. a1

"Just one slice, I wouldn't be in this predicament if someone taught this boy

how to cook chicken. No o ence." I add on the end.

"I'm taking o ence, there's nothing wrong with my cooking," Luca's brow

furrows and flares his nose. a5

"Alessandro, can I have a slice of pizza?" He looks at me and nods yes, bingo!!a13

"No," Axel smacks my hand away.

"Yes."

"No."

"Yes."

"No."

"Yes."

"Fine," Axel rolls his eyes and puts a slice of pizza in my plate, finally, good

food. The soup was okay but I just wasn't in the mood for it. If I'm sick again

I'll blame myself. a1

"Yay!" I jump in my seat and get excited for the amazing taste to blow up in

my mouth.

When I'm chewing on the pineapple, there's a really hard piece of it in my

mouth that I can't chew so the only thing I can thing to do at this moment is

throw it. a8

I throw it in Piero's direction until it hits him in the eye, I probably shouldn't

have chewed it first but he deserves it. a60

"Did you just throw pineapple at me?" He seems so shocked.

"No I threw a watermelon at you," I answer sarcastically, why do people ask

things when they already know the answer. a13

"Haha, who knew sarcasm was so funny," he threw the pineapple back at me

and it hit me in the cheek.

"You did, you just laughed." I throw it back but I miss so it flies over his

shoulder instead.

"By the way, you touched my pre-chewed pineapple, I also didn't brush my

teeth a er I was sick so you might want to wash your hands." I smile at him

but didn't mean it at all. a4

I did brush my teeth but he doesn't need to know that, he stands up and flips

me the finger before storming out of the room.

My arm reaches over the table to grab his unopened bottle of sprite.

"Nah ah, so  foods and water only." Axel tries to take it o  of me. a4

"Nooo," I whine and take the biggest drink before screwing the cap on, trying

the stop him from taking it is the worst thing ever.

"HAHAHA- stop! That's not fair, y-you can't do that." I wriggle under his hands

that were prodding me in my sides causing me to laugh.

He snatches it right from underneath me and throws it to Elijah since he was

sat far away.

"What do you want me to do with it?" Elijah questions, he could give it back

to me if he likes.

"Keep it away from her," Diego interrupts. a3

"But I don't feel that bad anymore!!"

"You're not having it, Emilia, I already let you have the pizza and you wasted

an entire bowl of soup," Axel frowns and looks at me in disappointment.

"It was three quarters full, I can save it," I flash him a toothy smile.

**********

Today was the day I would start driving with Blade to school, I shouldn't even

be in this car right now but it took a lot of persuading to do with Elijah and

Alessandro.

I still haven't forgiven them yet but if I want something from them I need to

play nice.

We walked into the school and I immediately started searching for Felix and

Rain, it feel like it's been a long time since I've seen them. When I see them, I

run over to where they were sitting and give them a big hug.

"Hey!" Rain says excitedly.

"Hey," I reply, she was super energetic like she usually is.

"Hey, Emilia. Why didn't you text me?" Felix asks me.

"I had my phone taken o  of me...for a month actually, that's why I didn't

text you back." I say in an apologetic tone.

"Oh, I thought you were ignoring me," he looks at me with relief in his eyes, I

could never ignore you.

"I'd never ignore you, Felix."

"Good," he pushes me forward jokingly.

"How sweet of you, you're lucky I didn't fall other wise I'd beat your asš up

into space."

"Creative," he releases a humorous laugh. For his information I am creative,

creative enough to plan his funeral.

"You just swore..." Rain looks at me in shock, what was she talking about.

When did I curse?

"You said the a.s.s word," she's still looking deep into my soul with her huge

eyes. a45

"That's not a...you know what? It doesn't matter," I chortled at her innocence.a16

************

Lunch time swung around quicker than a baseball and I was stud in line with

Rain and Felix for lunch. a1

The food didn't look anymore appetising than it did last week, it's shocking

that they haven't changed the menu yet; it's still the same stale looking

bread with processed ham in the middle. Another option was watered down

pasta which looked super soggy. Floury and dry pizza, this was disgusting. a10

I mean they had potatoes, but they looked like brown rocks and dry as hell.

Ughhh, this is so annoying.

Felix and Rain were already at the paying area and I was still frozen; I didn't

know what to do because it all looked out of date.

I'd finished paying for my...nauseating meal and followed behind Rain and

Felix, along the way I spot Luca eating and entire bar of chocolate. Dang that

looks more appetising than this sandwich ever could.

What was weird was that he had multiple bars of chocolate just sitting on the

table and I was determined to get one; he can have this stale sandwich if he

wants, he'll eat anything. a1

Slithering in the seat next to him I try to take one out from under his eye but

he slaps my hand away making me mutter profanities under my breath.

"Luca give me it," I shake his shoulders violently.

"No! It's my chocolate." He finished another bar of chocolate and opens a

fresh bar, can this dude pass me some of his metabolism, I'll be very grateful.a2

"Luca give the damn chocolate," I whisper shout, no one had noticed I was

here which was a plus, but the negative was that Kelsey strolled in with her

tacky choice of makeup. She looks like she was dunked in Willy Wonka's river.

"You ain't getting my chocolate, it's mine."

"Luca, you've eaten like 20 servings of chocolate already! Do you need

anymore?" My voice was still as low as a whisper.

"This is one serving, one bar is half a serving, don't blame me for being

hungry."

"Luca, it says 'family sharing pack' on the front, that's being greedy." a3

"I'm a family of my own then, this bar is one serving so don't call me greedy."a8

"Luca, you have like three more chocolate bars in your bag, you can't give me

one? I swear I'm going to puke if I eat another meal from here." I plead and

beg for him to give me one.

Everyone was still in their own conversation, especially Diego, Cassidy, Josh

and that ginger girl.

"That's why I bring my own food. You want chocolate buy your own, this is

my lun-" I don't let him finish because I push his head into the table instantly

regretting it. a42

Luca groans and whimpers into the table because my hand was still pushing

his face into the table.

Everyone on the table and the tables surrounding us looks over with dirty

expressions.

I let my hand go from the back of his head but he doesn't move, I can just

hear him crying with his face flat in the chocolate. a43

"Emilia, when did you get here...and why did you do this?" Surprisingly

Jayden says, he pulls Luca up by the back of his hair so he can see but his

head flops back down onto the table with a loud thud.

"Bro get up," Diego nudges his head from the opposite side of the table.

All we hear is mu led cries and whimpers vibrating the table, why was his

head still on the table? a4

"Does this mean I can have your chocolate now?" I ask hopefully. a20

He ignores my request and continues eat his chocolate with his forehead still

pressed against the lunch table. What a strange child. a3

"No chocolate for you," Luca pushes me with his elbow until I'm falling o  the

end of the bench.

My coccyx bone is shaking, no seriously it feels like someone stabbed me at

the bottom of my spine. a7

Luca stares at me with his cherry red face that had a few wet droplets on his

chin, mouth agape with disbelief and incredulity, he was way too sensitive

over food.

"You tried you steal my food, Emilia," Luca says sounding more heartbroken

than Klaus when Caroline chose Tyler. a35

"You had over 20 servings of chocolate, is that normal? If you want we can

still trade food?"

"Nah ah," he tuts and moves his index finger side to side.

"Dude you okay?" Jayden pulls his cheeks and slaps them a few times until

Luca tells him to stop.

"What's wrong, Emilia?" Diego asks me a question.

"I doesn't matter, I'll leave this baby to recover and drown himself in

chocolate," a smile strikes to my lips before I walk to the table where Felix

and Rain were almost finished eating.

"Hey, you're back!" Rain moves down the bench for me to sit next her.

"Yeah, whats the conversation about?"

"Nothing really, we're just thinking about how we should hang out this

weekend or something, go to the shops in town."

"Sounds like a plan if you ask me, are you in?" Felix runs his fingers through

his dark hair while facing me. a1

"Yeah, I'll have to ask Alessandro first, I'm still on bad terms with him. But I'm

sure he'll let me go if I ask nicely."

"I hate them," I hear Felix mutter under his breath, was he talking about my

brothers? What did they do to him. He can hate Blade and Alessandro but

what did the others do? a41

"Soooo when do we meet up?" Rain chimes in before I get the chance to ask

why he hates them so much.

"Well I personally think we should go at like eleven in the morning," Rain

suggests, I'm starting to think all of this energy is just because she's a

morning person.

"Sounds good to me." Felix nods agreeing with me, I still couldn't get over

how much his eyes resembled a puppies eyes.

So adorable. a8

**********

When the school day had finished I waited outside the school gates for Blade

and the twins, I just wanted to go home and watch some Netflix and eat a lot

of junk food.

I was so exhausted I could pass out at any moment, I can imagine myself

sitting in my bed and eating pineapple ice cream until I go to sleep. Yum,

pure bliss.

"Boo!"

"ARGHHH!" My soul escapes from my body the heavens above me, please

Lord mercy Jesus return my soul to the fullest. a2

Swi ly turning around I see Diego laughing hysterically with his hands on his

knees so he could catch his breath. a1

"Not funny!"

"Yes, yes it is, you're too easy to scare," he starts choking on his own laughter

while I'm here looking at him like I'm going to kill something.

Once he'd calmed down I ask Diego where Blade was because he didn't come

with Diego.

"I'm right here," a voice booms behind me making me jump again, not

scream.

"Can you stop scaring me, it's not fun for me." I pout my lips and frown to

show disapproval.

"It's fun for us," Blade and Diego day at the same time, almost like they were

the twins.

Speaking of twins, Luca seemed happily invested in his chocolate that he

must've saved some from lunch, that little bîtch. He could've given me some

at lunch. a25

Blade walks to the car with Luca charging in front so he could get to the

passenger before Diego. Seeing Luca run was actually funny, his feet were

scraping across the floor like a penguin or something. a3

Diego and I settle for the back seats while Luca was happily enjoying himself

I'm the passenger.

"Luca I swear to fûcking God if you get any and I repeat ANY chocolate on my

seat I will brutally murder you and won't regret a thing. It was expensive for

the interior." I points his finger so it's touching Luca's nose.

Pshh, expensive my ass, these kids could buy a house or a car with their

monthly allowance alone, they won't be missing a thing.

"Okay, dad," Luca sticks his chocolaty tongue out from his mouth and licks

his finger. a2

Gross.

"You're nasty," he wipes the saliva on Luca's pants instead of his own.

"Seatbelt, Emilia." He nods at me through the rear mirror, rolling my eyes I

comply with the instruction.

His seatbelts gave me a rash on my neck and they weren't comfortable at all

just like the seats. That was money well wasted. a5

Congratulations, Blade. You wasted money on uncomfortable seats.

I lean my head on the window and shut my eyes, the vibrations of the engine

felt like it was massaging my brain.

I was so tired that I was too lazy to keep my eyes open, keeping them open

felt more like a chore.

So I let my eyes roll to the back of my head as I rest for the car ride home. a2

Peaceful, silent.

**********

Hey, hey, hey!!! *imagine a girly voice* a7

How's your day been so far? Are you doing great? Things okay at home? a3

Can we take a moment to pray for Lebanon, the explosion has caused so

many casualties and ruined so many homes and wildlife. I'm not sure

how to put a link in but you can head over to change.org and sign a

petition for Lebanon, my prayers go out to the families  ❤ 🇱🇧🇱🇧 a5

So no one answered my PM...again so I cannot mention somebody in this

chapter. Someone came up with the idea for a mushy and cute scene

with Blade but unfortunately they didn't answer me back. I need their

permission to tag them.

But that means I can send you a virtual hug through the screen, I've sent

one through so you should receive it around about......now 🥰🥰 a2

Question: what's the worst thing someone has said to you? Did it hurt? a41

Remember I love you lots even more than pineapple 🍍 💕 a1

Sorry for mistakes 😕
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